
 

 

             Tuesday, October 10, 2023 
          Israel 

This is not a war crime but a crime against humanity 

The world witnessed horrible and malicious terrorist crimes against Israel and its civilian 
population. These are not war crimes but crimes against humanity once they took place by 
the politically elected government of Gaza – Hamas. 

On Saturday morning, the 7th of October, 2023, Israel woke up to a nightmare. Hundreds 
of terrorists or more armed from head to toe with machineguns, hand grenades, 
explosives, missiles, and much more attacked civilian territories near the border, carrying 
out more than 1,200 cold-blooded murders, in some cases, carrying out the beheading of 
infants, kidnapping unarmed civilians, including women and children, in some cases 
infants and babies, unhealthy elders and more along with soldiers.  

Many governments worldwide strongly condemned these terrorist actions carried out by 
Hamas and other Islamic fundamentalist organizations against the innocent civilians 
living in Israel, sometimes calling these actions war crimes. 

Article 7 of the ROME STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT 
defines that "crime against humanity" is any of the following acts when committed as part 
of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with 
knowledge of the attack, including Murder or Imprisonment or other severe deprivation 
of physical liberty in violation of fundamental rules of international law or Torture or 
Enforced disappearance of persons or Other inhumane acts of a similar character 
intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or mental or physical 
health. 

Israel doesn’t necessarily need to take criminal actions using the International Criminal 
Court but can and is acting to ensure the total defense of its borders and civilians. While 
doing so, Israel has the full legal support to carry out attacks against any enemy, whether 
inside a bunker or in any private or public building.  

While doing so, international law gives Israel the power to act by putting a complete siege 
on Gaza, cutting all supplies, and controlling all communications. Also, Israel can take 
total control of Gaza by conquering the entire Gaza Strip.  

Anyone who gets his fist ready for a fight against Israel, its civilians, or its soldiers must be 
attended to with the harshest fire and fury Israel offers. 

Israel will prevail, and its enemies will seek comfort with their Gods in hell.  

 

   Gilad Itzhak Bar-Tal, Adv. 


